
Whatcom Collaborativebury Professionals Tales (Meeting Minutes for June 10, 2014) 
 
Prologue 
 
WHAN that June with his shoures soote  
The droghte of May hath perced to the roote,  
And bathed every veyne in swich licour,  
Of which vertu engendred is the flour; 
 
In Whatcom County Courthouse as she lay  
Redy to wenden on her pilgrimage  
To Collaboration with ful devout corage,  
At noon was come in-to that hostelrye  
Wel six and tenty in a compaignye,  
Of sondry folk, by aventure y-falle 
 
... 
 
Members Present: Roy Martin, Kira Lieberman, Mimi Mawson, Sandy Voit,  Kathryn Resnick, Laura 
Weight, Patrick Gallery, Penny Henderson, Eric Weight, Kathy Westover, Pat Henderson, Mike Guerrero, 
Robert Kelly, Betsy Brinson, Deputized Secretary and Concerned Mother Pamela E. Englett (Esq), Newest 
Pledge Chris Taylor.  
 
Members Missing: Leon Henley, Shannon Montoure, Our Dear Departed (But Hopefully Occasionally 
Returning) Cat Zavis, and Adella Wright  
 
Here biginneth the Nonne Pamela's Tale of the Ailing Amanuensis Adella 
 
As Collaborators gathered round in search of viands and camaraderie, Pamela conveyed the events that 
deterred plucky Adella from her steadfast post at computer's edge. 
 
Having travelled far and wide on familial pilgrimages to the land of Joisey,  Adella had there formed 
bonds strong and sustaining with wee boys of blood relation. Through play dates, pizza nights, and pillow 
forts, these boys and their beleaguered parents became so much a part of her that peradventure she 
brought a bit too much of them back again on her homecoming. 
 
Her return to work was scheduled with much fanfare on Monday morning, but swiftly was it shown that 
something was awry. Adella arrived speckled in coffee grounds and kleenex ash, murmuring something 
about java fountains and bulbasaurses. Her maundering moans crooned a bluesy rasp with a sing-song 
delirium, but little sense could be discerned from saner ears. Something muttered about school, reflection 
essays, and stomach aches...  
 
Knowing her to have studied intensely with Master Ian, perfecter of the Tiger Crane school of Illusory 
School day Ailments, Pam suspected feint. "No school, then no playdate with the Whatcom Collaborative 
Professionals, missy!" She sternly proclaimed 
 
Moue affixed, Adella offered a faint screech punctuated by hacks and gurgles of protest or congestion. 
Remembering that Adella did not, in fact, attend school, Pam reconsidered her initial suspicions. Perhaps 
verified when Adella ran from the office screaming something about "hot showaaaaah" before lathering 
under a telephone shower head with a post-it note bar of soap. Asked if perhaps she should go home and 
rest, Adella - who had, after all, studied with the best - commenced croaking curses and made faint efforts 
at a tantrum before growing tired and crawling under the table-fort in the outside office.  
 
Making the executive decision to declare her associate "on sick leave" for the day, Pamela agreed to stand 
post at the upcoming Collaborative Law Meeting, which (in Adella's land) appeared to have already 
commenced in the Englettlaw lobby area and which was populated by several Pokemon cards 



collaborators and a roll of toilet paper dubbed Princess Sophia. Pamela found the whilom worker napping 
upside down on chair covered in a mixture of Strawberry Quick dust and whiteboard markers. Taking her 
chance, Pamela dimmed the lights and retrieved the secretary's sacred stash of notes and agendas. 
 
Brandishing Adella's holy laptop, Pamela faithfully pledged to record the meeting most accurately so that 
all records could subsequently be twisted back into reckless speculation and fantasy by an amanuensis on 
the mend.  
 
And so ends the tale.  
 
Tears were shed, applause resounded through the land and all agreed it was an heroic tale of strife and 
sugar-toast.  
 
The drama having filled those lulls of early meeting minutes, thus allowing most of the remaining 
membership and even a healthily tardy showing of the majority of the board to shuffle in... the meeting's 
business commenced at full throttle.   
 
Business and Busyness: 
 
1. The Tale of the Liberty Bell Award - As a follow up to the emails on the same subject, last 
Wednesday that Whatcom Bar Association bestowed the Liberty Bell Award on Allied Mental Health 
Professionals Kira, Kathy, and Pat. By member reports, the experience was incredibly moving. Those 
witness to the awards feel inspired and excited about getting the message out to attorneys who had little 
exposure to the collaborative model. Well deserved award and new ground broken in terms of getting 
Collaborative Law into the larger legal community discussion.  
 
2. The Tale of the Minuteless Board Meeting - As a prelude to shirking her secretarial duties of the 
day, Ailing Amanuensis Adella shirked and shaked her prior commitment to attend the Whatcom 
Collaborative Law Board Meeting. This, at least, was with notice, but her deputizing secretarial wand 
suffered from the extraordinarily poor wifi connection at the Jersey roosting spot. President Patrick took 
the helm as best he could, and minutes were reconstructed from fragments of seconds and collective 
memories:  
 
The Amended Bylaws have been officially approved, as members had been given plenty of notice to raise 
concerns. Adella has no memory of signing these, but perhaps her signature was appreciably forged. 
Regardless, new bylaws are available through the user portal of our website (albeit unsigned and 
mislabeled as proposed). Copies will be updated as Ailing Amanuensis Adella recovers some semblance of 
her scattered wits.  
 
Apparently (and I merely quote the scribed records of such a meeting) Patrick then fell down to his knees 
in praise and tribulation for Pamela's magnificent efforts in spearheading these bylaws. There was 
(editor's note, veracity of such events have not been verified) then a mighty chorus from all the 
collaborators, a brief parade featuring the Bellingham Camel Trek Camels, a few local high school bands, 
and several Shriners in tiny cars. A motion was made - and rapidly seconded in rhapsodic elation - to dub 
Pamela Awesomest Amender Ever, and to bestow upon her the esteem and adoration of the WCP for all 
eternity. While Pamela suggested she might prefer cold hard cash (or a warm, flexible debit card), she 
accepted these tokens graciously and the meeting continued.  
 
The board further restated its commitment to reserving the second half of the meeting for Professional 
Development. As the mid-way hour was fast approaching, this required a celerous delve into the 
remaining business.  
 
3. The Tale of the Skagit Collaborators and Our Newest Member: The group welcomed Chris 
Taylor into our warm fuzzy collaborative rainbow room. Chris has been in contact with the WCP since 
2012 and had worked with Shannon and Roy to develop a Skagit Collaborative Professionals Group.  
 



By his report, the Skagit group has yet to launch. While there is much talk, the inevitable challenges of 
follow-through and participation hinders development. There are five attorneys who have completed the 
training. While we wish an independent Skagit the best, Kira and Adella's Collaborative Empire 
(established by supreme proclamation on 10/15/2013) welcomes new subjects with open arms and 
beaming smiles. We're all very glad to have Chris with us.  
 
In all honesty, we're actually a highly aggressive empire and hope to stymie chances of nearby groups 
raising to competitive prominence. Our agents seduced him with promises of candy, collaboration, and 
mirabilis meeting minutes. Now that we have his money, we are set to absorb him before he attempts to 
read group records and contracts a permanent migraine with a side of hallucination. Our apologies to 
him, but he might have wanted to read the fine print on that assumption of membership risk.  
 
4. The Tale of the Overscheduled October: As the group affirmed that (by prior board fiat circa 
May 2014)there will be NO meeting in July of 2014 so that we may celebrate summer 
vacation and/or because that room gets gosh darned stuffy in moderate heat! the group 
realized that our ambitions dragged us ever more into a mire of activity come Fall, all converging 
on October 2014:  
 
Open Meeting: The Board recommended and the group affirmed that fall was the best time for an open 
meeting. September being awfully close to summer, we agreed on October as a good time for a meeting.  
 
Training: The group had previously discussed and designated a committee to sponsor a training in Fall of 
2014. This was intended to focus on role-playing creative conflict resolution in concert with team building 
and operations. The group had discussed involving our departing member Cat Zavis as a trainer, and had 
slated October as a likely time to do this.  
 
IACP Collaborative Camp-out: The International Association of Collaborative Professionals is holding 
its 15th Annual Networking and Educational Forum in Vancouver this year on... (drum roll 
please) October 23-26th at the Westin Bayshore (details on the website appear to be forthcoming, 
unless a superior link can be located). Roy affirmed that Rita Pollack would offer some Ins and Outs for 
Allied Professionals. Pat agreed to look into the offerings for allied professionals and call Rita if 
necessary. Pat and Roy are definitely yesses on attendance and would like to bring us all along for a little 
camp out.  
 
Retreat?? We had a blast retreating to Mike's lovely homestead way back in 2013. Apparently the idea of 
adding this back into the collaborative mix of possibilities.  
 
Let the Activity Melee Commence: 
 
Feeling a bit over-stimulated, the group retreated for a spell to consider scheduling. Not that we don't 
want to spend the entire month of October together (Collaborative CAMP!! WHOOO! Dibs on the 
decoupage!), but apparently we have jobs and families and sundries like that.  
 
The open meeting remained untouched, since we do think meetings are important. But what about the 
other three?  
 
After some involved discussion, pie charts, google calendars, and power points, it appears the group 
agreed that it may serve us to attend the IACP Forum in force. The additional training or retreat remains 
in the mix as possibly but not definitely adjunct activities.  
 
Stay Tuned for More Information and Final Recommendations, but in the meantime, get your passport 
polished up and satisfy all remaining parole conditions that might hinder your passage into Canada!  
 
"Because," Roy proclaimed as he leapt upon the table with a foiled fireman's cap, "we look to be going to 
the I-A-C-P" 
 

https://www.collaborativepractice.com/professional/trainings-events/iacp-networking-and-educational-forum.aspx


(everyone rose and mimed along!) 
 
Members, there's no need to feel down 
Members, pick yourselves from the ground 
I said, Members, 'cause we're heading to V-town 
It's fun to go to the I-A-C-P 
It's fun to go to the I-A-C-P 
 
They have everything collaborators enjoy 
You can collaborate with gals and boys 
 
I-A-C-P ... just go to the I-A-C-P 
 
As the collaborators took a water break, daubed the sweat and glitter into towels and shammies, and 
put their feathered head dresses back under the table, Sandy Voit handed out some fliers about the 
financial advantages of being certain ages (having reviewed them from inside her file-fort, Ailing 
Amanuensis Adella doffed her tape-roll "binkie" and proclaimed herself 59 1/2 so that she could raid her 
embryonic IRA and buy a room full of donuts and a new scooter) and information on home sales. 
Pamela apparently found them so vital that she took four or five copies back to the office. Hopefully not 
at the expense of other members, but copies will be scanned and available in the near future for those 
who wish to have them.  
 
5. Dues: There are still some people (YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE!!) who haven't paid dues. Do so, 
please.  
 
6. Last Call for Meeting Business: The group lamented Ailing Amanuensis Adella's ague, and fretted 
for her health and safety. Apparently (editor's note: veracity of these events cannot be confirmed outside 
of a rosy eyed mom-boss' "faithful" scribing) the energy and life that she brings to the group has been 
more scintillating than Pollyana's Kumbayas. Her genteel poise, eternal grace, and coruscant smile brings 
joy to hearts far and wide, and it can only be assumed that such a treasure must have had an exceptionally 
fine and wonderful upbringing from a truly inspired mother whose maternal instincts fall short only of 
our fair Mother Earth (minus the hurricanes and typhoons and other repeated attempts to kill her devoted 
denizens). Truly, Adella must be given not only encomiums but tributes of gold, silver, and plane tickets to 
Barbados (where her convalescence would likely improve)! And surely Pamela (editor's note: see above 
parenthetical) should join her on her trip to ensure that no harm befall our ailing companion.  
 
Professional Development: introducing Allied Pros into the mix 
 
The group continued its evolving discussion on incorporating the Collaborative Team concept into our 
cases. Some  have expressed reservations about client resistance to the inclusion in the past. Different 
models have been offered to introduce these professionals earlier or later in the process. And members 
have started to experiment.  
 
We continue as a group to balance the desire for consistency of process against the need for flexibility and 
evolution.  
 
The Allied Professionals Drought:  One of our ongoing challenges to a full team model is the limited 
number of allied professionals. This is a self-reinforcing cycle, as fewer APs means fewer cases with APs 
which means fewer attorneys developing their approach to the team model, which means fewer 
opportunities for incoming APs... and so on.  
 
As Cat Zavis has recently left our ranks, we are down to Pat Henderson, Kira Lieberman, and Kathy 
Westover to fill the two Mental Health Professional slots of Coach and Child Specialist. As Kira is 
following through on this whole "giving birth" conceit, she will be temporarily out of the mix as well.  
 



Roy boldly stepped up to offer himself as a coach (sparking prior unresolved questions about the agreed 
WCP standards and qualifications  expected of a coach, which were discussed in depth, but ne'er resolved 
at the 2013 retreat). He subsequently retracted his offer in a panic when he realized that the position of 
"coach" was not referring to "Little League Tots and Tykes Soccer" for his forthcoming progeny.  
 
Return of the Andress? Those old-timers may remember legend of the Subpoenaed minutes and our 
erstwhile mental health professional, She-Who-Will-Not-Be-Named-While-Any-Litigation-Is-Potentially-
Pending-But-Who-Definitely-Came-in-Full-Veil-And-Said-Absolutely-Nothing-That-Would-Impact-The-
Neutrality-Of-Any-Professionals-Involved-in-Her-Case-Who-Weren't-Even-There-When-She-Was-And-
We're-Pretty-Sure-Probably-Never-Met-Her (a/k/a "She"). There are rumors in the hinterlands that "She" 
might return to our group once things have settled down.  
 
 
Potential Approaches to Introducing and Utilizing a Team: 
 
Patrick strongly wants coaches to be involved, but has experienced pushback. The lack of clarity on the 
Team approach adds to the challenge of implementing and explaining it to the clients. He and Laura met 
for lunch with a Vancouver Collaborator, and this set him to thinking about the finding a clear and 
uniform model for introducing coaches to the mix.  
 
Many include coaches as a matter of model at the beginning of a collaborative case. They explain to the 
clients that cases generally use Allied Professionals and attorneys take ownership of determining which 
APs are appropriate, though allowing clients to occasionally opt out in specific circumstances,  
 
An approach discussed by the group is to have a meet and greet with Allied Professionals at the initial 
four-way. This allows for initial rapport to build if professionals are called upon later, and often will 
encourage the clients to let down their initial resistance to the idea.  
 
Yet another approach would be to recommend that clients have personal interviews with a chosen coach 
early in the process to see if they're a good fit. Some felt this was unfair to the coaches unless it were paid. 
Others lacked trust that their clients would follow up.  
 
Roy feels strongly that a child specialist is important when children are involved, and that he wants 
coaches from the beginning in most cases.  
 
A complementary approach is to have clients meet with APs for one session initially and determine from 
there whether additional involvement is needed.  
 
As a note: It appears that a lot of our clients are combustible pyromaniacs given the heavy inferno imagery 
of the discussion. Coaches are concerned - as well they should be! - about receiving clients who have 
exploded, smouldered, set themselves ablaze, and otherwise immolated. Apparently not only is some 
preventative coaching a good idea, but future four-ways might benefit from a few fire hoses and a EMT 
team on stand-by.  
 
 
Progress and Successes: 
 
The 2013 Retreat (to move forward) inspired a lot of members to try their hand at more actively involving 
Allied Professionals. As Kira recognized, members are in really different places in terms of their approach 
and comfort level. The board wanted to check in with people and see what progress has been made, what 
different approaches have been tried, and whether we can form a loose sense of our WCP approach, as a 
non-mandatory protocol.  
 
Members (who, given the potential and quite high probability that said minutes will someday appear 
in some court case somewhere, and possibly on Bravo in an Adapted "Reality Show" called "The Real 
Collaborators of Whatcom County", shall remain anonymous) discussed their approaches and successes.  



 
Some were a revelation. The process was so simple and affirming. After some hesitance, basically telling 
the clients that there would be a coach at the first four-way allowed clients to open up and they both set 
appointments later.  
 
Many affirmed that it is easier and more effective to make connections before the "need" for mental health 
professionals is thrown into full conflagration. There's a concern that bringing in the coach later has a 
punitive feel which triggers defensiveness and diminishes possibilities.  
 
Results have been mixed for some, as would be expected. Some have had six-way meetings in which the 
mental health specialists saved (cannily having brought their fire extinguisher, presumably) the meeting 
and case. Subsequent meetings with the same professionals did not always have equally positive results. 
Members acknowledged there's still a learning curve for all team members.  
 
Different coaches may have different styles and will have different rapports with different clients. Some 
clients have objected to a coach they felt was "pushing them". Others have expressed impatience. This is 
ultimately no different than rapport between a client and attorney, but adds yet another element to the 
(quite possibly flammable) cocktail of interpersonal dynamics.  
 
What Happens After the First Meeting?  
 
What if the client is on board after a first four-way? What process do different Teams follow at that 
point? One model is to have coaches conduct at least one meeting with both clients separately and develop 
a plan from there.  
 
What if one client is on board with a coach but the other isn't? Members are concerned about having 
their clients interview too many coaches and conflicts about right fit.  
 
What if the clients get into conflict with a chosen coach? Is it appropriate to switch. Some feel that 
coaches will have to make clients uncomfortable as they work towards resolution. 
 
  
Meet and Greet Model Expanded: 
 
More discussion focused on the meet and greet approach at the first four-way.  
 
1. professionals come for 10-20 minutes at the first 4 way to discuss.  
2. Professional meets with each client for one hour separately. They discuss vulnerabilities, strengths, and 
communication styles.  
 
Some felt the meet and greet was not enough, but there was a range of "good approach" to "better than 
nothing"  
 
Financial approaches were discussed as a complement to moving beyond the meet and greet.  
 
On approach was to take into a trust account enough for an initial six-way meeting. It was recommended 
enough be taken to cover $1500 per hour. This can be explained as most likely cheaper than separate 
conferences between attorneys, coaches, and clients, and to move the case forward more slowly. If an 
advanced deposit is paid by clients to have the coaches present, they may feel more invested in moving 
forward.  
 
Should there be sub-trust funds for professionals during that first meeting? Or an advance fee otherwise 
paid?  
 



Further discussions came to the final conclusion that there is no black and white approach as yet. We 
proclaim the use of coaches to be mauve and taupe plaid, while the use of financial professionals is 
an iridescent sparkly silvery color.  
 
As the clock ticked on and the phlegmy wails of an overtired sick-amanuensis bellowed over the town of 
'ham, fair Pamela acknowledged an end was nigh and packed up the sacred secretarial ultrabook and took 
herself off to other legal meetings. Members far and wide declared by their troth that 'twas a fine meeting 
with much discussed and much still to come.  
 
And with any luck, perhaps, all of it to be forgotten after there being no meeting in July either of 
board or general sort.  
 
Wishes upon all collaborators for a lovely summer and many happy returns in August.  
 


